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Whereas the Parties, expressing their intention under the current understanding of the matters
described herein, listed above



















Are committed to achieving the Union’s strategic priorities, in particular to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions by 2030 according to the targets set in line with the European Green Deal and a Europe
fit for the Digital Age.
Are committed to achieving the European ATM Master Plan vision for a Digital European Sky.
Are committed to the following general objectives of the Single European Sky ATM Research
(SESAR) 3 Joint Undertaking (‘the Joint Undertaking’):
o to strengthen and integrate the Union’s research and innovation capacity in the ATM
sector, helping bring the European ATM into the digital age to make it resilient, scalable
to fluctuations in traffic while enabling the seamless operation of all aircraft;
o to strengthen, through innovation, the competitiveness of manned and unmanned air
transport in the Union, and ATM services’ markets to support economic growth in the
Union;
o to develop and accelerate the market uptake of innovative solutions to establish the
Single European Sky airspace as the most efficient and environmentally friendly sky to fly
in the world.
Acknowledge that the Strategic Research and Innovation Agenda (SRIA) for the Digital European
Sky complements the European ATM Master Plan and the High-Level Partnership proposal.
Understand that the SRIA has been the subject of public consultation and discussions with the
European Commission as a component of the Horizon Europe Framework Programme and the
Commission has indicated its broad acceptance of the content.
Endeavour to make the financial and other commitments identified below to enable the
implementation of the SRIA through their participation in the SESAR 3 Joint Undertaking.
Note that the legal framework and the conditions of the future Joint Undertaking are yet to be
established by the legislator and are aware that joining the Joint Undertaking will be subject to
unconditionally accepting these conditions.
Understand that before the final adoption of the Long-Term Union Budget, of the Horizon Europe
Regulation and of the Single Basic Act, the Commission is not yet in a position to make a firm
commitment to the funding and content of the Joint Undertaking.
Underline that their commitments are subject to the decision of the Council of the European
Union to establish the Joint Undertaking with the European Commission as public partner on
behalf of the European Union and to allocate Union funds to support the work of the Joint
Undertaking for its duration and to the approval of the Governing bodies of potential partners.
Note that their required financial commitment is subject to the amount and conditions of Union
funding that will be allocated to the Joint Undertaking and to its confirmation, through the
adoption of the relevant Council Regulation, following the outcome of the legislative process.
Understand that the future Joint Undertaking will build on the success and the momentum
generated by the current SESAR Joint Undertaking to deliver the Digital European Sky, making air
transport smarter, more sustainable, connected and accessible to all civil and military airspace
users, including new entrants.








Are committed to implement the SRIA and facilitate their timely uptake into deployment by
supporting the related industrialisation processes.
Declare to have, with their constituent or affiliated entities, all the necessary resources,
capabilities, expertise to perform thoroughly the required research, development and
demonstration activities enabling the Joint Undertaking to deliver the objectives of the SRIA.
Are committed, together with the European Commission and via the Joint Undertaking, to
engaging the wider ATM & U-space stakeholders’ eco-system and supply chain of EU Member
States and Associated Countries for their indispensable contributions to the Joint Undertaking.
Acknowledge that their commitment stated herein will be subject to signing a final letter of
commitment to confirm the acceptance of the terms and conditions of participation to the Joint
Undertaking.

The Parties enter into this Memorandum of Understanding to express their support to the objectives
of the Joint Undertaking and to demonstrate their commitment to the research & innovation
programme outlined in the SRIA and to achieving its objectives, based on the following assumptions:















the Joint Undertaking will act as a Chief ‘innovation architect’ for ATM infrastructure, ensuring
shared roadmaps and cooperating with other European Research and Innovation
Partnerships, Horizon Europe clusters, and EU programmes, national research and innovation
programmes;
the overall investments needed in the context of the Joint Undertaking are estimated to be in
the order of up to EUR 2.9 billion;
the European Organisation for the Safety of Air Navigation (EUROCONTROL), represented by
its Agency expressed its interest to contribute to the partnership and to invest up to EUR 500
million as founding Member.
the private Parties express their intention to invest an amount matching the funding allocated
by the Union for the initiative from the Horizon Europe Programme, contributing collectively
[EUR 500-700 million7]. This investment would constitute the private (non-institutional)
contribution to the budget of the Joint Undertaking.
the administrative costs of the Joint Undertaking are estimated to be of up to 5% of the total
budget of the Joint Undertaking, spilt between the Union, Eurocontrol and the Private
partners proportional to their investment in the JU;
In-kind contributions will be subject to the level of participation to the Joint Undertaking’s
projects/indirect actions and to the amount of Union funding that will be granted under the
open calls for proposals launched by the Joint Undertaking;
fair and reasonable direct representation of the Parties in the governing structure of the Joint
Undertaking with adequate representation and voting rights (proportional to their
contribution to the budget of the Joint Undertaking) will be ensured;
the private contribution model, the in-kind contribution methodology and IPR rules should
not hinder the attractiveness of the initiative, nor prevent stakeholders such as RTOs,

7

Final amount of the Union participation that should be matched is to be decided by the Council of the
EU.

3

Academia, Airspace Users, relevant Service Providers, and SMEs from participating and
engaging in the Partnership.
The total estimated joint contributions of the Parties over the 10 years expected duration of the Joint
Undertaking comprise: (i) direct in-kind contributions to operational costs as calculated via the
projects; (ii) in-kind additional activities stemming from significant additional investments, including
activities covering the non-funded part of the project, but still contributing to work packages; (iii)
financial contributions to administrative costs of the Joint Undertaking.
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